In this paper, we attempt to provide a semantic foundation for the role-related concepts in the RM-ODP. We believe that some theories of conceptual modelling may help us to provide a well-founded underpinning for these concepts, and to harmonize competing proposals for them. As a starting point of our effort, we study the definitions of Genilloud and Wegmann, and the proposed definition in the Working Document for the amendment of the standard as contributed by Linington.
Introduction
The Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) includes in its Part 2 [12] a foundational conceptual framework upon which the whole standard is based (the "Foundations"). This conceptual framework is meant to clarify key assumptions about how systems can be structured and specified [13] and defines important terms and concepts to refer to ODP systems.
Among these are the concepts of "object", "interface", "roles" and "bindings". These concepts are used to talk about the organization and behaviour of a system in terms of abstract entities (objects) which interact by performing shared behaviour. In a nutshell, the conceptualization defined in the Foundations determines that objects interact by performing interactions, which occur at the bindings between interfaces of interacting objects, some of which may fulfil particular (object) roles in shared behaviour.
While the concepts and definitions of the RM-ODP foundations have been very influential and are taken to be a reference for the modelling of open systems, some of these concepts or their definitions have been subject of criticism, debate and revision in the literature [1, 13, 16] . We believe this serves to strengthen the definitions and to further consolidate the RM-ODP conceptualization as a solid foundation which can serve as a basis for communication, consensus and standardization in the context of open systems.
In this paper, we attempt to provide a semantic foundation for the role-related concepts the RM-ODP foundations. We believe that some theories of conceptual modelling (as consolidated in [5] ) may help us to provide a wellfounded underpinning for these concepts, and to harmonize competing proposals for them.
The concept of role has attracted considerable attention not only in the scope of the revision of the RM-ODP [1, 13] , but also in the scope of the general literature in object-oriented modelling (e.g., [19, 18, 21] ) and conceptual modelling (e.g., [5, 3, 4, 14, 15, 18, 19] ). We believe that the concept of "role" as defined in RM-ODP can profit significantly from a revised definition, which should not only clarify it in the scope of the standard, but ensure alignment with the current understanding of the concept as applied in the modelling literature.
Definitions of role in the scope of the RM-ODP

Definitions
We start by examining the definition of role as provided in the standard and summarizing here the proposals and observations made in [1, 11, 13] which seem to capture improved understanding of the concept in the RM-ODP expert community since the writing of the standard.
The current definition captured in RM-ODP Part 2 reads [12] :
"Role: Identifier for a behaviour, which may appear as a parameter in a template for a composite object, and which is associated with one of the component objects of the composite object.
Specification of a template as a composition of roles enables the instantiation process to be explained as the association of a specific component of the resultant composite object with each role. The association of a component object with a role may result from the actualization of a parameter."
Proposed definition 1 (quoted from [1] 
.4) and bindings (13.4.2)."
In these two proposed revisions of the definition, it is clear that roles are always used in the scope of a particular relationship between objects, in the context of which the objects exhibit particular (contingent) behaviours. This is confirmed by the usage of the concept of role in the conceptual modelling literature as discussed in [5, 19] and as quoted in [2] : "as suggested by the work of Sowa and Guarino, a role is meaningful only in the context of a relationship." This seems to have been the intention in the original definition of the standard as well, so we can conclude that no definition of role should deviate from this essential characteristic.
Examining the proposed definitions further, the following divergence can be observed: proposed definition 2 talks about a composite object and the participation of components in this composite object, while proposed definition 1 talks about participation in a collaborative behaviour. We observe that, despite the apparent divergence, the definitions seem to emphasize dual aspects of the same phenomenon. The justification is as follows: given the collaborative behaviour referred to in proposed definition 1, take the objects that participate in this collaborative behaviour and compose them. The obtained composite object is the one referred to in proposed definition 2. The suggested note for the proposed definition 2 in [11] clarifies further this dual relation (now from the perspective of definition 2) when it states that "Any agreement governing shared behaviour of two or more objects implicitly defines a template for a composite object and the roles of those objects in that composite object". Definition 1 makes it clear that roles have the same standing as the concepts of objects, interfaces and actions with respect to the definitions "Type (of an <X>)" (Part 2, Clause 9.7), "Class (of <X>s)" (Part 2, Clause 9.8), "<X> Template" (Part 2, Clause 9.11), and it shows that by defining and using the concepts of "role templates" and "role types" (so in their view a "role" is just another kind of "<X>"). It seems unclear from definition 2 whether roles have the same standing as in definition 1 (and whether the concept of role can be used to derive role templates, role types, etc.). This seems to be the most important (potential) point of contention in the definitions, and an important issue to settle.
An important issue for a definition for role that appears to be missing from definition 1 (and [2] ) is the act of creating a "role instance", which is the point from which a particular object has the potential of exhibiting the behaviour that is expected in the collaborative behaviour in which the role is defined. This act is analogous to the act of binding of interfaces, which is the point from which interactions may occur in the context of the binding. The need for such an act is clearly justified in [13] : "the key idea is that some constraints on a system behaviour are associated with objects dynamically as a consequence of an earlier part of the behaviour, such as performance of a piece of negotiation", " […] we need to clarify the way the potential behaviour of an object is restricted when it is bound to a role". Definition 2, in contrast, talks about the "instantiation process" of the composite object. This instantiation process is composed of several actions, some of which "bind" a role to a specific object: "The instantiation process binds a specific component object of the resultant composite object to each role parameter." [11] . This seems to suggest that each "role parameter" must be "bound" to a specific component object to complete the instantiation process of the composite object. Naturally, no collaborative behaviour can occur without the composite object being instantiated. Some attention is required here to ensure that genuine usage of the concept is not prevented. For example, this sentence of the definition may prevent the "binding" of employees to the role of members of an organization's board without the existence of a secretary to the board (even if the role of secretary is not an essential part of the organization's board). In order to model this kind of situation, one would have to consider composite objects for each of the pairs of member and the board (since their lifecycles is independent, this seems to be a very reasonable way of modelling it.) An alternative option would be to allow for the definition of the composite object with non-mandatory roles which may be bound to a specific component, but are not required to complete the instantiation process of the composite object.
An intermediate conclusion
After the examination of these two proposals, we formulate the following proposal for a theory for the role concept: (i) a theory for the role concept should account for the act of "binding a role" (or it should at least "capture the way in which the potential behaviour of an object is modified by creation of a community and by the object filling a community-role;" [13] ); (ii) a theory for the role concept should provide the same standing for the concept of role and other concepts which can be applied in sentences such as "<X> template", as argued for in [1] . Although this requirement is not explicitly mentioned in [11, 13] , Linington has (in [13] ) used the term "role binding" as a noun: "the lifetime of the role binding is always within the lifetime of the defining object", suggesting that such a role binding is an instance that deserves treatment in a theory for roles. We argue that the literature on conceptual modelling provides us with such a suitable theory for roles.
Roles in conceptual modelling
We proceed by examining the understanding of the concept of role in conceptual modelling, which requires some preliminary definitions We use an extract from a philosophically and cognitively well-founded reference ontology (foundational ontology) that has been developed in [5, 6] .
First, we distinguish between conceptual entities called universals and individuals [1] . The notion of universal underlies the most basic and widespread constructs in conceptual modelling. Universals are predicative terms that can possibly be applied to a multitude of individuals, capturing the general aspects of such individuals. Individuals are entities that exist possessing a unique identity. Figure 1 shows an extract of the foundational ontology adopted here (all generalization relations depicted in this figure are disjoint, forming a simple "tree-like" taxonomic structure for the entities considered in this model.)
This taxonomic structure reveals that an individual can be categorized as substantial or moment [10] . A moment is an individual that existentially depends on other individuals, named its bearers. In the conceptual modelling literature, a moment is said to inhere in its bearer(s). For example, the symptoms of a patient are said to inhere in the patient, who bears the symptoms. In contrast, a substantial is an individual that does not inhere in other individuals, i.e., which is not a moment. Inherence is much stronger than a one-to-one relationship, since it implies existential dependence between individuals. We have that an individual x is existentially dependent on another individual y if, and only if, as a matter of necessity, y must exist whenever x exists. (A moment may also inhere in another moment, the moments forming a finite chain that ends with a substantial.)
In this paper, we characterize "objects" (in the RM-ODP sense) as substantials and we explain the rolerelated notions in terms of moments. We use metaproperties of universals (namely, existential dependence, external dependence and anti-rigidity) to clarify certain aspects of these RM-ODP concepts.
Qua individuals and relators
The taxonomic structure presented in Figure 1 An example discussed in [7] clarifies this concept. Suppose that John is married to Mary. John is bound to certain behaviour by virtue of being married to Mary. For example, imagine all the legal responsibilities that John has in the context of this relation. This newly acquired behaviour is a moment of John that inheres in him (and is Figure 1 Extract of the foundational ontology adopted here from [7] hence existentially dependent on John). However, this moment also depends on the existence of Mary. This type of moment is called externally dependent moment. An externally dependent moment is an intrinsic moment (or quality) that inheres in a single individual but that is existentially dependent on (possibly a multitude of) other individuals.
In the case of an externally dependent moment x there is always an individual external to its bearer (i.e., which is not one of its parts or intrinsic moments), which is the foundation of x. Again, in the given example, we can think of a certain action a1 (the signing of a social contract) in which both John and Mary participate and which founds the existence of these externally dependent moments inhering in John. Now, we can define an individual that bears all externally dependent moments of John that share the same external dependencies and the same foundation. This individual is called a qua individual [14] . Qua individuals are, thus, a special type of complex externally dependent qualities. In this case, the complex quality inhering in John that bears all responsibilities that John acquires by virtue of the signing of a social contract can be named John-qua-husband.
To continue with the same example, we can think about another qua individual Mary-qua-wife which is a complex moment bearing all responsibilities that Mary acquires by virtue of the same foundation and that albeit inhering in Mary are also existentially dependent on John. The qua individuals John-qua-husband and Mary-qua-wife are existentially dependent on each other. Now, we can define an aggregate composed of these two qua individuals that share the same foundation. This aggregate is called a relator.
Role universals
The taxonomic structure in Figure 1 also reveals a "Role" universal. A "Role" universal applies contingently to an individual that bears (at least one) qua individual of a certain type. In the example presented in the previous sub-section, we can say that John is not only an instance of a "Person" universal but also an instance of a "Husband" universal, while Mary is both an instance of a "Wife" universal. All instances of a "Husband" universal exhibit the behaviour required of a husband in a social contract (marriage).
At the same time John may play the role of student with respect to an "Educational Institution" for example, the University of Twente. In this case, John bears a qua individual John-qua-student, and is an instance of the "Student" universal (John can register to courses, receive grades, produce assignments, take exams, etc.). Further, John may also play the role of student with respect to other "Educational Institutions", for example, the Tai Chi Institute -bearing then qua individuals: John-qua-student of the University of Twente and John-qua-student' of the Tai Chi Institute.
We can say that roles universals can be restricted by certain allowed types, i.e., certain universals to which a role universal can apply. For example, in this case, we can say that the "Student" role can only be played by an instance of the substantial universal "Person". Figure 2 shows a class diagram for this example, using the profile defined in [5] . The characterization association represents that instances of "PersonQuaStudent" inhere in an instance of "Student" (thus characterizing its behaviour). Figure 3 reveals the Enrolment relator universal (an instance of this universal includes an instance of "PersonQuaStudent"). The relator universal reveals that both an instance of "Student" and an instance of the "Education Institution" exhibit particular properties (shared behaviour) in the relation. Please note that properties are merely a dual way to represent behaviour.
Role mixin universals
The conceptualization in [5] also allows for a notion of role mixin universal which captures commonalities in various role universals. This universal is used in a conceptual modelling design pattern for "roles with multiple dis- joint allowed types" (see Figure 4) . (We omit the description of role mixins from this paper, please see [5] for a comprehensive discussion and characterization of a role mixin as an anti-rigid non-sortal universal.) Intuitively, a role mixin universal allows us to add flexibility to a role universal, without tying its definition to a specific sortal universal. In the example, it is possible to define a Customer independently of whether Persons or Organizations play that role. 
Concept analysis
We can now contrast the definitions provided in section 2 in the light of the UFO-A conceptualization described in section 3. We also review the terms related to bindings in the Foundations [12] (sections 11 and 13 of Part 2) in the light of the conceptualization.
Genilloud and Wegmann's definition 1
In [1], Genilloud and Wegmann conclude that the "term role may denote an instance concept (role instance), a type for role instances (role type) or a type for objects (role object type). A role instance is therefore not a type, and role is to be considered as an <X> in the RM-ODP." Further they note that "[…] a modeller specifies role templates or collaborative behaviour templates".
Based on these observations a correspondence between the concepts defined by these authors and the UFO-A conceptualization is shown in Table 1 . Please note that while universals are genuine concepts of conceptualizations such as UFO-A, the RM-ODP Foundations do not
UFO-A Genilloud and Wegmann Example qua individual
A qua individual is the instance that is founded on a certain event or establishing behaviour, which characterizes the individual with certain behaviour in the context of a relation to another individual.
"role instance"
John-qua-husband; Mary-qua-wife; John-qua-student (of the University of Twente); John-qua-student' (of The Tai Chi Institute (not mentioned explicitly)
Marriage (this kind of social contract); Enrolment (this kind of social contract). 
Peter Linington's definition 2
A correspondence between the concepts defined in the Working Draft of the Amendment to the Foundations [11] and [13] and those in the UFO-A conceptualization is shown in Table 2 . We have included the term "role binding" here, although this term is used in [13] but not ex-
UFO-A Linington Examples qua individual
A qua individual is the instance that characterizes the individual with certain behaviour in the context of a relation to another individual.
"the behaviour of some component object within the composite" The behaviour of an object when it is "is said to fulfil the role" or when it is "bound to a role" [13] .
John-qua-husband; Mary-qua-wife; John-qua-student (of the University of Twente); John-qua-student' (of the Tai Chi Institute).
(elementary specification of a) qua individual universal
Part of a "template for a composite object", since the template defines required behaviour for objects fulfilling roles.
Person-qua-Student; Person-qua-Husband; Person-qua-Wife. the foundation of the qua individuals (and hence the foundation of the relator) For example, a founding action or behaviour.
"instantiation process"
The signing of the social contract between John and Mary; The act of enrolling at the Univ. Table 2 Correspondence between role-related concepts in UFO-A and those proposed for the amendment of the Foundations plained explicitly and not included in the proposal for amendment of the standard [11] . This is somehow part of the "composite object", although it is hard to define which part in terms of definition 2, since it is about part of the agreed behaviour of the composite object.
Contracts, liaisons, establishing and enabled behaviours (structuring concepts)
From the discussion so far, it is clear that the notion of role is closely related to the notion of certain required behaviour in the context of a collaborative behaviour. In this context, a number of concepts defined in the RM-ODP Foundations are relevant. We quote the following definitions (we have underlined certain terms to emphasize the relations between concepts relevant to this discussion) [12] :
.1 Contract: An agreement governing part of the collective behaviour of a set of objects. A contract specifies obligations, permissions and prohibitions for the objects involved. The specification of a contract may include a) a specification of the different roles that objects involved in the contract may assume, and the interfaces associated with the roles;b) quality of service attributes (see 11.2.2); c) indications of duration or periods of validity; d) indications of behaviour which invalidates the contract; e) liveness and safety conditions. 13.2.1 Establishing behaviour:
The behaviour by which a given contract is put in place between given objects. An establishing behaviour can be: a) explicit, resulting from the interactions of objects that will take part in the contract; orb) implicit, being performed by an external agency (e.g. a third party object, not taking part in the contract) or having been performed in a previous epoch.
Enabled behaviour:
The behaviour characterizing a set of objects which becomes possible as a result of establishing behaviour.
UFO-A Structuring concepts Examples qua individual
part of an "enabled behaviour" (since the "enabled behaviour" actually "characterizes a set of objects")
John-qua-husband Mary-qua-wife John-qua-student (of the University of Twente) John-qua-student (of the Tai Chi Institute) the foundation of the qua individuals (and hence the foundation of the relator) For example, a founding action or behaviour.
an "establishing behaviour"
The signing of the social contract between John and Mary. The act of enrolling at the University of Twente. The act of enrolling at the Tai Chi Institute. 
each participating object can do the same as every other) or non-uniform (i.e. one participating object has a different role from another, as in client and server). There is no necessary correspondence between an object which initiates establishing behaviour and a particular role in nonuniform enabled behaviours (e.g. in a client-server contractual context, either object could validly have initiated the establishing behaviour)."
A correspondence between these concepts the UFO-A conceptualization is shown in Table 3 (ignoring here the implications for role-related concepts). Please note that, from the definitions in the Foundations it is hard to conclude what the difference between a "contractual context" and a "liaison" is: clause 13.2.4 says that a "binding" is an example of "liaison", and then clause 13.4.2 defines a "binding" as a "contractual context". So, for this comparison, we ignore contractual context, assuming for the time being that it is a synonym for liaison. (It is possible that the distinction between contractual context and liaison actually lies in the distinction between relators and material relations [7] , but this is unclear from the current text, so we will not elaborate on this further.)
A Note on "rigidity" of role universals
As we have discussed in section 2, both definitions 1 and 2 define that roles are always used in the scope of a particular relationship between objects, in the context of which the objects are said to be fulfilling roles exhibit particular (contingent) behaviours. We believe that both definitions however, unnecessarily require the notion of role to be used exclusively when other roles are involved 1 . The example where John studies at the University of Twente clarifies that. The University of Twente is an instance of the "Education Institution" universal (so correspondingly, there is a template from which the University of Twente object can be instantiated). A definition of "Education Institution" is that it behaves in a certain way with respect to students (i.e., it executes some shared or collaborative behaviour with students.) It does so, however, necessarily, since the behaviour towards students is established in the definition of what an Education Institution is. The University of Twente is thus not playing the role of Education Institution in the context of a particular relation with a student. We believe there is no need to force the designer to use a role here or to imply that there is a role even if it is not modelled. (Of course one could always imagine that we could model the University of Twente as an "Institution" and then define an "Education Institution" role to be played by the university. Nevertheless, forcing this kind of construct would unnecessarily restrict the generality of the foundations.) The issue is further aggravated in the presence of "singletons" in specifications, such as, e.g., the definition of roles such as "President of Brazil" (relevant in Enterprise specifications), which relates the object "Brazil" to a "Person" playing the role of "President". (Of course, again, one could define that there is a country B playing the role of "Brazil" or that there is an object "Brazil" playing the role of country, but this is beyond the point being made herenamely that the modeller should have the freedom to define roles with respect to a particular object of special interest to the shared behaviour.)
A rewriting of definition 2 to address this remark is simple: where it states that "the template for a composite object is specified as a composition of roles" we should say "the template for a composite object is specified as a composition which may include other roles."
A rewriting of the note 1 in definition 1 would also solve this issue: where it states that: "The collaborative behaviour of a role represents the specific context in which it is defined, together with other roles. All the interactions of a role are with the roles with which it is defined. And all the actions in a collaborative behaviour belong to one or more of its roles." we should say "The collaborative behaviour of a role represents the specific context in 1 Definition 1 includes a note that states that: "The collaborative behaviour of a role represents the specific context in which it is defined, together with other roles. All the interactions of a role are with the roles with which it is defined. And all the actions in a collaborative behaviour belong to one or more of its roles." Definition 2 states that "the template for a composite object is specified as a composition of roles". which it is defined, together with other roles, objects and interfaces required. All the interactions of a role are with the roles, objects and interfaces required in its definition." This is in line with the ideas defended by Guarino and Welty in [4] where a role universal is defined as an antirigid universal. An anti-rigid universal is a universal that applies contingently to its instances, while a rigid universal is a universal that applies necessarily to its instance in every possible situation considered by the model. As opposed to instances of an anti-rigid universal, instances of a rigid type will continue to be so as long as they exist in the model. Guarino and Welty (in [4] ) use the student example to clarify these definitions: "Obviously there are also properties that are not essential to all their instances. Of these we distinguish properties that are essential to some entities and not essential to others (semi-rigid) from properties that are never essential (anti-rigid). For example, the property being a student is typically anti-rigid-every instance of student is not essentially a student (may also be a non-student), whereas the property being hard is semi-rigid, since there are instances (hammers) that must be hard and instances (sponges) that may be hard but also may not." Definitions for rigidity, semi-rigidity and antirigidity have been formalized in [5] .
Finally, we should say that it is not necessary to include the requirement of anti-rigidity for templates in the foundations of RM-ODP, but we should not include a definition that forces one to consider roles that are rigid (as in the example of the educational institution described above). For this reason we should also modify definition 2 which states in a note that: "Note -Any agreement governing shared behaviour of two or more objects implicitly defines a template for a composite object and the roles of those objects in that composite object. Thus, roles are defined by interactions (8.3), contracts (11.2.1), liaisons (13.2.4) and bindings (13.4.2)." We should be more careful and say instead that "A particular specification language may consider that any agreement governing shared behaviour of two or more objects implicitly defines a template for a composite object and the roles of those objects in that composite object. Thus, in these cases, roles may be defined by interactions (8.3), contracts (11.2.1), liaisons (13.2.4) and bindings (13.4.2)"
Conclusions
We hope to have contributed for a definition of rolerelated concepts in the foundations of RM-ODP that harmonizes proposals that have been defined so far and that are well-positioned with respect to the literature in conceptual and object-oriented modelling. (For an extensive discussion on roles in the conceptual modelling literature that justify the UFO-A conceptualization see [5, 7] .)
We have appreciated very much the parallel between interfaces and roles as defended in [1] . We believe the authors should have taken the parallel further: in the same way as one can use the concepts of "establishing behaviour", "liason", "creation", etc. in the context of "interfaces" one should also be able to do that for "role instances". We have also appreciated very much the definition provided in [11] , which mentions an "instantiation process" for "composite objects", which prompted us to investigate the relation of the role concept with the Foundation structuring concepts.
By no means have we intended to suggest that the terminology used in conceptual modelling should find its way in the RM-ODP. Nevertheless, we strongly believe that the Foundations ought to be based on well-founded conceptualizations that should not preclude valid and genuine conceptual constructions. We have yet to come to a proposal for a text that captures the issues discussed here. A table in the appendix summarizes the various correspondences presented in this paper and is the starting point for a concrete proposal.
We concluded that the notion of role in RM-ODP is also closely related to notions of relation or relationship, and that it is important to examine these definitions closely. Linington justifiably notes in [13] an important omission in the current standard: "One example is the omission of terms in common technical usage, such as relationship or association, definitions of which should be included on the basis of significant usage in ODP specification, even if they seem obvious. The Foundations should include generic definitions consistent with, but less detailed and restrictive than those in the ISO General Relationship Model" [9] .
We believe that introducing definitions for these concepts may support role-related definitions, and result in a more comprehensive foundation. We have also pointed that the structuring concepts in the Foundations should also be included in this discussion, as the definitions are closely related. We intend to address these issues in future work, possibly, relating also the RM-ODP Foundations to the concepts in the UML specification [17] , and analysing the possible impact on the proposed standard on UML for ODP systems specification [10] . (Aligning all the definitions is certainly a great challenge, considering also the GRM [9] , the standard on bindings [8] and the RM-ODP Enterprise Language.)
In [5, 7] the conceptualization provided here is defined formally, in order to allow for unambiguous interpretation of the intended semantics for concepts. Similarly to the formalization sketched in [13] , it is not the intention that average users of these concepts should be concerned with the considerations required for formalization, but that one may use the formalization as a tool in interpreting the definitions in the standard.
